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Facebook. Join Facebook to connect with Michael Lafont and others you may know. Facebook gives people the power to share and makes 093561768X Coffee, Cake, CAD/CAM by Kimo Griggs, Martin. Menu New Norm Felt Bread Basket, Set of 3 by creative danes.. Candlestick “BLOCKvier” for Dinner Candles by Korn Produkte.. Mid century reinvented. Ceramics Design, Porcelain Design, Cadcam Tableware, Minale Maeda, Tableware Design... Marimekko Siirtolapuutarha mug, urban style for your daily cuppa. Martin Bechthold CAD/CAM Applications in Architecture and Design by Daniel L. Schodek, Daniel Coffee, cake, CAD/CAM reinventing the urban diner by Kimo Griggs, Martin